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Schools have been closed in the Chinese capital Beijing and flights cancelled due to heavy 

snow. About 33cm of snow has covered parts of Beijing, the most since 1951. Quentin 

Sommerville reports from Beijing: 

 

Thousands were left stranded for a second day after the cold weather brought severe 

disruption to transport across the country. 

 

Some 30 highways have closed in the north of China and in Beijing the city's Capital airport 

saw 90% of flights cancelled or delayed on Sunday. By early Monday, around 40% of flights 

had been disrupted. 

 

In some parts of Beijing, 33cm of snow fell, the heaviest in more than half a century. 

Volunteers have taken to the streets with snow-shovels to clear the drifts. School children 

saw their New Year holiday extended by the severe weather. Here and in neighbouring 

Tianjin, they were given the day off. 

 

More snow is expected across the north of China, although Beijing is expected to remain clear, 

but temperatures in the capital, already at minus 14, could drop even further. 

 

Quentin Sommerville, BBC News, Beijing
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Vocabulary and definitions 

 

left stranded stuck in the middle of a journey, not able to continue and 

not able to go back 

severe disruption very bad interference with normal services meaning roads 

are closed and train and air services reduced 

Some Approximately 

Volunteers Members of the public who choose to help without being 

paid 

snow-shovels hand-held tools used to pick up and move snow 

the drifts the snow that has fallen and been blown by the wind into 

big piles  

extended made longer 

could drop even further might get lower 

 

 
More on this story: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/asia-pacific/8438235.stm 
 
 

Read and listen to the story and the vocabulary online: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/language/wordsinthenews/2010/01/100104_witn_beijing_snow_page.shtml 

 


